Behavioral changes in fetal sheep caused by vibroacoustic stimulation: the effects of cochlear ablation.
We measured the effects of 2 minutes of vibroacoustic stimulation on the activity of unanesthetized fetal sheep in utero. We were unable to detect any changes in activity after stimulation with a model 5C electrolarynx. With more powerful stimulation using a mechanical oscillator, fetal electrocortical activity desynchronized. Fetal breathing and eye movements changed with electrocortical activity and there was an increase in nuchal muscle activity. Stimulation caused a small decrease in fetal heart rate. Responses to stimulation were not seen in four of the five fetuses with bilateral cochlear ablation. These results indicate that in fetal sheep the auditory apparatus is necessary for the detection of vibroacoustic stimuli. The difference in responsiveness of the sheep and human fetus appears to be because of a difference in central processing after detection of the stimulus.